VSaaS by Bosch
Agile video surveillance solutions, tailored for business

VSaaS by Bosch enables users to monitor, manage, record, and replay video footage directly in the cloud. It helps site managers, security operators, or operations staff make quick decisions when faced with events, preventing them from becoming incidents. The solution is highly flexible and scales with any business.

A true cloud solution
- Cameras are the only on-site requirement
- Remote management and maintenance
- Easy and secure connection
- Cloud or edge recording

Future-proof investment
- Up to 18,000 cameras per cloud instance
- Unlimited number of web clients
- Flexible storage size
- Pay only what you use

Predictive solution
- VSaaS and Bosch IP cameras with built-in AI to support predictive solutions

Convenience
- Easy and secure access to video footage from anywhere at any time

Cost-efficiency
- Reduced upfront investment

Openness
- No vendor lock-in – Bosch cameras keep their benefits when used with other providers
- Third-party camera compatibility
- Open ecosystem, configuration and integration capabilities

Data security
- Certificate based end-to-end security
- Regular and automated system updates